
VocALign’s unique ability to align two signals
enables it to be used creatively to take guide
or even “live” tracks and create performances
with perfectly aligned overdubs.This AudioSuite™
plug-in gives Pro Tools® users perfectly aligned
double-tracked vocals, tight backing vocals, easy
re-grooving of recorded vocals for remixing and
shorter overdub sessions. Users also have the
ability to choose the best rhythm and pace for
a specific vocal, or even lay down the required
tempo pattern for the artist.

For postproduction,VocALign will automati-
cally edit a line of replacement dialog so
that it aligns with the dialog recorded with
the original film or video.The artist can
concentrate on performance and the result 
is perfectly lip-sync’d dialog, or more con-
vincing foreign language dubs and reduced
studio time re-recording the dialog.

VocALign is a truly amazing tool, which
reduces the time taken to re-record dialog
or vocals — saving money by drastically
reducing production and studio time. Artists
can now concentrate on performance and
not sync during overdubbing sessions.

“VocALign is indispensable to me.” 
— Desmond Child, Producer: Ricky Martin,

2Be3, Jason Raize

“VocALign is definitely my favourite ADR tool”
— Mike Hopkins, Dialog Supervisor: “Lord of the 

Rings,” “Heaven,” “The Frighteners”

Synchro Arts has been providing innovative audio
processing software since 1994.The main focus of
Synchro Arts’ products has traditionally been the
music and post-production industries, providing the
ever-popular VocALign and TITAN products to a
range of users worldwide. Recently, the technology
which powers VocALign has been used to develop
“ReVoice Studio,” first seen on the DVD Release of
Dreamworks’ “Shrek”™ movie.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS

Digidesign-approved Pro Tools system

For the latest Digidesign product information and
system requirements, visit www.digidesign.com.

For the latest Development Partner plug-in 
and software compatibility information, visit
www.digidevelopers.com.

Visit the Synchro Arts website at
www.SynchroArts.com.

■ VocALign Project takes just
seconds to automatically
align two audio signals so
that the timing of one
matches the other

■ Simple, intuitive operation
and AudioSuite integration
with Pro Tools

■ Sophisticated pattern
matching techniques that
reject guide track noise and
work with different speakers,
singers, words, instruments
and sounds

■ Works with 16- and 
24-bit audio

■ The aligned audio can be
auditioned within VocALign
Project

■ User interface allows 
adjustment of selected audio
regions for processing, and
the scrolling, scalable display
allows visual confirmation 
of sync

■ User-adjustable processing
presets ensure optimal 
performance

■ Pitch of aligned audio is
unchanged
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VocALign Project
Affordable Audio Alignment for Music and Post Production

A division of Avid

U.S.A.
1.800.333.2137  
or 1.650.731.6300

2001 Junipero Serra Blvd.
Daly City, CA  94104-3886

www.digidesign.com
www.avid.com

England 
44.01753.658496

France    
33.1.41.49.40.10

Germany  
49.811.5520.555

Benelux 
31.0.73.687.2031

Italy   
39.02.577897.1

Asia (Japan)
81.3.3505.7963

Latin America (Miami)
1.305.971.4075

Pacific (Australia)
613.5428.7780
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